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Newsletter: January 2018:
Warning - dangerous puffins
ahead...

What's new in January?
Prepare for puffin-action shortly, with a new Gordon album coming in March, a new single
in Feb, fresh despair, a tailor-made video for the single, exciting apocalyptic recipes, an
album-overview-video, challenging flirtations with fat birds, penguin conspiracy theories
(Not Clickbait, I’m So Glad I’m Still Alive), dance tips for the quadruped-about-town,
interviews with all and sundry and more besides.
First up - a new single on Feb 1st. 'God's Not Great' is the sad tale of God, who
thought he was was great but then turned out not to be. God was created by
Chris Townson, rather than the other way around, as is often thought.

Accompanying God (but not in the Trumpian porn-model sense) is an epilepsyinducing video, created by Berlin-based graphic artist Yaneev Topyol.

The new album will follow on March 1st. Videos, graphics and all that stuff…
And an illustrated fairy story about puffins. Snappy little buggers, some of them.

And then there will be gigs, initially here in Berlin - first one on Saturday March
24th in the Brauhaus Sudstern, home of the world's strongest beer.

And finally, something to read. Legendary producer/engineer Richard Digby
Smith (he was responsible for Kimono and Led Zep III & IV, as well as mastering
the new album) finally talks about his lengthy career working with the great, the
good and the downright absurd.
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More about all this very soon...

Spotify
There are some Gordon/Radio Stars/Jet playlists on Spotify which are open for
user contributions. If you have an idea to contribute to the existing 'Covers' or
'Mammalian Chillout' playlists, or indeed want to create a playlist of your own
devising, the ball is in your court. But not literally: COVERS & CHILLOUT.

Anyway, goodbye!

And with a single bound, we are covfefe ... Keep in touch via Facebook, if you have some spare
privacy to dispose of. Radiant Future also has a small but discerning community in the same
place. Greetings from the Radiant Future!

Visit Martin Gordon and Radiant Future.
Unsubscribe here.
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